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Aluminium Scaling Ladders
100071

JUST Scaling Ladders are characterized by their impeccable workmanship and versatility. The broad variety of
accessories we carry makes these ladders a popular companion during firefighting operations. Made from high quality
alloyed aluminium, the square-profile rungs are welded into the milled beams, ensuring a secure hold. The intuitive
locking mechanism makes connecting and disconnecting the ladder parts straightforward and simple.

as Leaning Ladder
The classic use of the Modular Scaling Ladders with a maximum ladder length of up to 8.4 m.

2 variations:

4x F-101 module combined with a 2-rung attachment (F-102 or F-103)
3x F-101 module combined with F-105 base

as A-Frame Ladder

The F-104 Connection Platform accessory can be used to combine 2 or 4 Scaling Ladder modules to form an A-frame.
This can be used with the attached hook to rescue a person from a manhole or as a hose bridge.
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as Roof Ladder

With the patented F-120 Roof Hook, the Modular Scaling Ladder becomes a roof ladder in just a few easy steps.
Compact storage as well as quick and simple installation, makes the roof hook a unique product which is exclusively
manufactured by JUST Leitern AG.

as Trucksaver

The FG-106 extension can be used in combination with the Scaling Ladder modules to create a rescue platform. The
resulting platform can be used to rescue people from crashed vehicles. For more information please visit the
corresponding product page.

Technical specifications

Type F-100 Aluminium Scaling Ladders:

Tested and manufactured according to ÖNORM F 4047 and EN 1147 standards
Built with 28 mm deep, corrugated rungs
Can be combined with all popular models
Suitable for a maximum load of 2 persons
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Model No. Product approx. Weight Height

F-101 Attachment Module 8,5 kg 2,66 m

F-102 2-Rung Attachment with
Stabiliser Bar

4,5 kg 0,80 m

F-103 2-Rung Attachment 2,0 kg 0,75 m

F-104 Connection Platform 5,0 kg  

F-105 Base Module 8,9 kg 2,66 m

F-120 Roof Hook 9,3 kg  

FW-100R-046 Hinging Spiked Steel Roof
Hook

8,8 kg  
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